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ABSTRACT 
An almost sharp overall a priori bound is given for IIA - ZLTIIF, where L is the 
computed Cholesky factor of matrix A. 
INTRODUCTION 
Twenty years ago J. H. Wilkinson presented at the Moscow Congress 66 
his study of Cholesky factorization as an example of an a priori analysis of 
numerical algebraic processes. His paper [l] remains an excellent methodical 
source for anybody trying to learn roundingerror analysis or to interpret 
obtained results. 
The main formal result of the analysis in [l] is that the computed 
Cholesky factor L of given symmetric positive definite n x n matrix A 
fulfills LL* = A + E with overall bound for E of the form 
((E((,92-‘~[1+2-‘l(n~/~+2.2)]~ i(n+1)3’2+2.2n ((A((,. 
i 
(I) 
At another place in [l], Wilkinson states: “It is not worthwhile expending too 
much effort on the production of concise overall bounds.” Even accepting 
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this view, one is tempted to try to get as nice bounds as one can, if possible: 
sharp bounds. In the following we present a slight modification of Wilkinson’s 
analysis yielding an almost sharp overall bound for E. 
ANALYSIS 
We consider the same process and the same floating-point arithmetic as in 
[l]. We also use essentially the same notation, introducing additionally only 
the Frobenius norm Il.11 F. Part I of our analysis deals with the exact Cholesky 
process. Part II deals with the numerical process. 
Part I 
Let A be a given n x n symmetric positive definite matrix, and L the 
Cholesky-factor of A. Writing 
with 
41=Ja,,, 
we define the matrix B, by 
L= 
1 11 OT 
[ 1 4 L, ' 
4 = alAlp 
B, = A, - 1,l;. 
The formulae (2),(3) define the first step of the 
partial factorization of A: 
‘=[;; I,][’ B,1["' 
(2) 
(3) 
Cholesky process, yielding 
IT 
1: * 1 
The crucial point in the proof of the existence of the Cholesky factorization is 
the positive-definiteness of B,. By inductive hypothesis the lower triangular 
matrix L, is then defined as the Cholesky factor of B,: B, = L,Li. This 
implies full factorization of A: A = LLT. 
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For the study of the numerical process we shall need more than positive 
definiteness of B,. We shall prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. B, is positive definite and following relations hold: 
ll%ll2 G II4L IlBi’ll~ G IIA-‘llm (4) 
11~211~ Q 1141~ - (al1 + lladl~/a~d~~ (5) 
Proof. The positive-definiteness of B, and the inequalities (4) follow 
from the interlacing theorem when we find that B;’ = G, with 
Consider the orthogonal n x n matrix 
1 OT 
Q=O Qz [ 1 
suchthat Qza,=e,a=(cx,O,..., O)T holds with a = IlaJz. Then we can write 
with M, = Q2A2Ql = (mi j), i, j = 2,. . . , n. M is positive definite; hence 
a 11%2 - a2 = a,,( rn= - CL’) > 0 (6) 
holds with p = a/Z,,. Using this inequality and noting Q2Zl = e,p. we get 
llJ3211”, = llQ2B2Q~ll~ = IIK - w2e~ll~ = llM211~ - %AJ~ + P’ 
< llA211~ - p4 = llAll”F - (a,, + p2)‘. n 
COROLLARY 1. The inequality (5) can be written as 
IlBzllF < \il - ~~“64) II&, (7) 
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v(A) = 
a11 + ll4/~11 
IIAIIF 
E (OJ). (8) 
We are now ready to study the numerical Cholesky process. 
Part ZZ 
Now let I,,, Z,, B, denote quantities computed according to (2),(3) in 
floating-point arithmetic. Thus instead of (2),(3) the inequalities 
IBz+ZlZ;-AzI<2-f[lAzl+(2+2-t)lZ,Z;I] (9) 
hold. It follows that I,,, I,, I?, would be obtained in exact computation for 
the perturbed matrix 
where 
OT Ii (2+2-“)lz1z;l . (10 
We get thus the bounds 
llE& < 5”( IIAIIF + @+2-%ll4~)~ 
IIEJIF < PIIAIIF~ 
ll4lF < o+ Ph% 
02) 
03) 
(14) 
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where [cf. (S)] cp); with a rough upper bound on 
/3= (1+3x2-‘)(1+2~)2-‘. 
Letdefinethesequence (p,,}, n=l,2,...: 
(15) 
(16) 
07) 
It is easy to check that the inequalities 
n+lnndp,<n+1+2Inn 08) 
hold. We are now ready to prove the main result of our analysis. 
THEOREM 2. If A is a symmetric positive definite matrix of order n and 
if the inequality 
(19) 
holds, then the Cholesky factor L can be computed without breakdown and 
the computed L satisfies the relation 
LLT=A+ E, 
IIEII,< 2-“(1+3~2-f)“p,iiAii.. 
(20) 
(21) 
Proof. For n = 1 we get from (9) 
IILL~- AlIF = 111"~ - allI Q 2-‘(2+2-‘)all = 2-t(l+0.5X2-‘)~ll(All~, 
which is slightly stronger than (20),(21). 
We will first show that for n >, 2 (20) holds with the bound: 
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where 
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O<cp,<l. (23) 
From (13) and (19) we get 
8 := IlA-‘II,IIE,112 Q IIA-11121141~P = 432f/p, < 1. (24 
Hence A = A + E, is positive definite. By Theorem 1 B, is also positive 
definite and satisfies (4) and (7) with d instead of A. From (8) it follows that 
(?$A) E (0,l). 
For n = 2, due to b, > 0, the second step of the Cholesky process yields 
L, = (Z,,) with II, - \lb,,l G 2-tJb,,. Using (11) we get after some algebra 
IILLT- AlI, < 2-’ 
a,,(2+2-‘) a12 
a12 Ill a&3+9x2-y F 
what is consistent with (22),(23). 
We now start the proof of (20),(22) for n > 2. Using the inequalities 
(4),(7),(14), we get (note that now cp < 1) 
with cp, p, 6 defined by (15), (16), and (24). After some algebra it follows that 
O+P)Pn-1 
2-‘P,-lllwll2lI~2lIF < 47 (p 
n 
_ Q2f) < &Q 5 
By the inductive hypothesis the Cholesky factor L, can be computed and 
satisfies 
IILZG - 62llF = IMIF < 2-‘o+Pn-lY-2P”-lllJ3211~. 
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From (10) we get thus 
E=LLT-A=~,+ i lT 1 1 2 
with the bound [cf. (12), (14), (7), and (17)] 
]]EllF < 2-‘(l+p,-,)“-2(l+P)(l+2~ + P,-,/=)IIAll, 
G 2-v + PnY-1?3nllAIIF~ 
where /3, is defined by (1+ &)“-’ = (1+ j3_1)“-2(1 + p). 
We have proved (20) for n >, 2 with the bound (22). Noting that with 
w = 3 x 2 -t and (19) the inequalities 
(l+p”)“-‘<(l+o+Os)n-l<(l+O)n 
hold, we see that (22) implies (21) which finishes the proof of Theorem 2. n 
COROLLARY 2. With the additional assumption 
3n2-‘GO.1 (25) 
the bound (21) can be written in the fm 
where 2 -tl = 1.66x2-‘; cf. (2.2),(2.3) in [l]. The corresponding bound in 
spectral rwrm is 
]]E]12 < 2-tl(n +l+21nn)~IIAl12. (26) 
REMARKS 
(i) Assuming large n and very small 2-‘, we find that the bounds (1),(26) 
reduce to 
llEl12 5 2-‘x1.33... X n3/2]]A]]2, lIElIz 5 2-tn3’211Al12 
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respectively. Thus the asymptotic gain of the above elaborate analysis is only 
25% (for bounds expressed in spectral norm). 
(ii) Is the bound (21) sharp? The answer seems to be: it is almost sharp. 
As noticed by Wilkinson in another place, there exist matrices A with a,,,, 
slightly larger than 1 and all other elements at most of the order y, 
2-t -=z y < l/n, such that the Cholesky process will be executed without 
breakdown. Each subtraction a(,k,+i) := u’,“,’ - Z$, k = 1,. . . , n - 1, therefore 
contributes to the element e,,, of E an error with a bound not less than 2 - ‘. 
The last step, yielding I,, := u’,“,‘, will contribute to e,, an error with a /--- 
bound at least 2X2-“. Thus llEllF > le,,,l cannot be bounded a priori with 
anything less than 2-77~ + 1) z 2-‘(n + l)](A]],. 
(iii) The proof of Theorem 2 could be much simpler if we dared to leave 
out higher order terms in 2-f. In dealing with the classical presentation [l], 
this would be inadequate. 
(iv) There are left some margins for further improvement of the pre- 
sented result. For example, the number 3 in (19),(21),(25) could be replaced 
with some u, 1 < u < 3. It is even not difficult to do this for u = 2. Is it 
possible to use u < 2? Is it possible to replace p, with n + c? It is certainly 
not worthwhile to spend much effort trying to answer these questions. 
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